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Beg. No. :

Name : ..................

(Paqes:3) F -2025

First Semester B-Sc. Degree Examination, November 2018
Career Related First Degree Programme Under CBCSS

Physlcs and Computer Applications
Foundation Course - I

PC 1121 _ MECHANICS, THERMODYNAMICS AND PHOPERTIES OF
MATTER

(2015 Admission Onwards)

Time : 3 Hours Max. tMarks : 80

SECTION _ A

Answer all questions. Each question carries one mark. (10x1=10 Marks)

'1. State the zeroth law of thermodynamics.

2. Explain Hooke's law in elasticity.

3. Write down the expressions lor the moment ol inertia of uniform rod along an
axis perpendicular to its length passing through

i) the centre ol rod and

ii) an end of the rod

4. Give the di{ferential lorm ol the f irsl law of thermodynamics.

5. What is Wiedmann-Franz law ?

6. Deline surlace energy.

7. Explain Poisson's ratio.

8. What is an adiabatic process ?

9. Give the relation between torque and angular momentum.

10. How does sudace lension vary with temperature ?

P.T.O.
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Afswer any B quostions. Each carries two rrarks. (2x8=16 Marks)

11 Explarn parallel axrs theorem and perpe|dlcular axis theorem

12. State and explain Carnot s theorern.

13 Derive Mayer's relation.

14. Explain critical velocity and its relation with Fieynold's number.

15. Describe the TS diagrarn for Carnot cycle.

16. What is the principle behind the shape of I - Section girders ?

17. State and explain Stefan's law.

18. Show that surtace energy is numerically equal to surface tension.

19. Discuss the kinetic energy of rotating and rolling bodies.

20. Give the expressions for efficiency of an Otto engine and a diesel engine.

21. Explain modulus of elasticity and the three moduli of elasticity.

22. Discuss the connection between entropy and disorder.

SECTION _ C

Answer any 6 questions. Each carries four marks. (4x6=24 Marks)^

23. Find the work done by 2 moles o{ Hydrogen gas when it expands to thrice its
initial volume at constant temperature of 300 K. ^

24. A circular metal loop of mass 1 kg and radius 0.2 m makes 10 rotations per
second about an axis through its centre and perpendicuiar to its plane. Find
the moment of inertia and the angular momentum about the axis.

25. Find the anguiar momentum of a boyd whose rotational kinetic energy is
18 Joules, if the angular momentum coincides with the rotational axis and the
moment ot inertia about this axis is 0.01 kgm2.
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26 Frrrd the work done lo spray a water drop 01 radius one mrllimeler into a millron
droplets ot same size. Surlace lension ol water is 0.072 N/m.

27. A molor car lyre has a pressure ol 2 almos. al room lemperature of 27 C. lt it
suddenly bursts. find ils resulting temperature. Take "y = 1.4.

28. A Carnol engrne ot source temperature 400 K absorbs 200 igules of heat and
rejects 150 calories into the sink. Find the temperature of the sink and the
efficiency.

29. An lron wire of radius 1 mm and '100 cm length is twisted through an angle
I8'. Find the maximum angle of shear and the torsional couple. Take rigidity
modulus of lron as I x 1o1o N/m2.

30. Find the change in entropy when one mole of a gas expands isothermally to
four times its initial volume.

31 . A solid sphere of radius 2.5 cm and mass 100 g rolls without sliding with a

unilorm velocity of 10 cm per second. Find its total energy.

SECTION _ D

Answer any 2 questions. Each carry fifteen marks. (15x2=30 Marks)

32. Describe the working of a Carnot engine. Derive the expression for its etficiency.

33. Explain with necessary theory, the determination of the moment of inertia of a
flywheel.

34. State and explain Bernoulli's theorem and obtain its mathematical expression.

35. Derive the Clausius - Clayperon equation and explain the ellect of pressure
on boiling point and melting point.


